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Judgement: Alexander vs. Jokl and others

In the Supreme Court of South Africa
(Witwatersrand Local Division)
Frederick Matthias Alexander versus Ernst Jokl, Eustace H. Cluve,
Bernard M. Clarke

19th February, 1948

Clayden, H. J.: This case is concerned with an article which appeared in
the issue for March, 1944, of a scientific journal called Manpower, which
is the official publication of the National Advisory Council for Physical Education. The defendants were the editors of that journal, and Dr
Jokl, one of them, was the author of the article. The issues in the case are
whether the article is defamatory of the plaintiff, and, if it is, whether the
defences put forward have been substantiated, defences that the allegations complained of are true and were published for the public benefit,
and, alternatively, that they were fair comment on a matter of public interest.
The plaintiff, Mr Alexander, lives in London. He is described as the
founder of a scientific technique of psycho-physical education known as
the Matthias Alexander Technique. He sets out that for 50 years he has
carried on for reward the profession of teaching and expounding that
technique, and he is the author of four books dealing with the technique.
The first of these books was published in 1910, and there have been various editions, the latest editions of all the books having been issued in
1946. In the order in which they appeared the books are: Man’s Supreme
Inheritance; Constructive Conscious Control of the Individual; The Use of
the Self; and The Universal Constant in Living. For convenience I shall at
times refer to them respectively as MSI, CCC, US and UCL. The advertisement in each of the books states that they contain a full statement of
the plaintiff’s principles and practice and together form the authoritative
text book of his new science of living. After this action had started a fifth
book was published, called Knowing How to Stop. It contains a foreword
by Mr Alexander and articles on the technique by other persons.
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To determine the issues in the case it is necessary first to analyse the
article in Manpower, for though the evidence travels far afield, and might
be extensive enough for a decision whether or not the technique of Mr
Alexander is well founded and useful, that is not the problem before the
Court. All that I am concerned with is whether or not he is entitled to an
award of damages by reason of the publication of the article.
The article is called ‘Quackery versus Physical Education’. The main
respects in which it is claimed that the article is defamatory are set out
in the declaration and are that the technique is without scientific basis
and from a scientific point of view contemptible and nonsensical, that
the plaintiff is dishonest, untruthful, a charlatan and a quack, that he has
given to the public dangerous and criminally irresponsible advice, that he
has dishonestly tried to give the impression that his technique has been
accepted by doctors and scientists, and that for personal gain he has distorted and suppressed the truth and held out false promises of benefits
to be derived from his teaching. By an amendment, which was asked for,
the plaintiff alleges that the article says that he is mentally deranged and
unbalanced. The article covers some 44 pages of the journal Manpower. I
propose to deal with it under the following headings: Quackery, Dishonesty, Untruthfulness, Madness.
Quackery
There is no doubt at all that the allegations are made that the system is
quackery and that Mr Alexander is a quack. The title to the article, the
phrases ‘dangerous and irresponsible form of quackery’ (p. 8), ‘exposing
all this quackery’ (pp. 18-19), ‘quack methods of this type under review’ (p.
29), ‘quackery advertised by himself’ (note p. 34), ‘the amazing quackery’
(p. 43), and the comparison with charlatans of the 18th century (note p.
9) show this clearly. But further consideration of the article in this regard
is necessary, because Mr Hanson, for the plaintiff, argues that, what is
meant by ‘quackery’ in the article is a quack system of physical education and not the acts of a quack in the sense in which quack is contrasted
with doctor. He argues, therefore, that what the defendants have to justify
is not that the practices and methods of Mr Alexander are those of ‘an
ignorant pretender to medical skill’, an ‘impostor in medicine’, but that
his methods are those of an ignorant pretender in physical education. Mr
Pirow, for the defendants, contends that the proper meaning of the article
in this regard is that the plaintiff is an ignorant pretender to medical skill
and that this can be justified by showing substantially that this is so, even
though some of the reasons advanced in the article to show it cannot be
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substantiated. The contention that it is quackery in the physical educational sense which is meant is based upon a careful analysis of the article.
It falls on this analysis, it is said, into a number of divisions. First there is
an attack on Mr Alexander alleging dishonesty and fraud (pp. 2-9), then
an attack on Mr Aldous Huxley, and, by inference, on Mr Alexander (pp.
9-13), and then comes the real argument of Dr Jokl, that the system of Mr
Alexander is based on false premises, is unsupported by evidence and is
crazy (pp. 13-25). The balance of the article, it is said, contains the extra
allegations of criminal conduct (pp. 35-37), and of other false statements
in regard to Mr Alexander (pp. 38-43), and the peroration (p. 43-end).
There is support for this contention in the title of the article, ‘Quackery versus Physical Education’, and in the heading to the next article in
Manpower, a review of The Universal Constant in Living, which refers to
the ‘recent book of one of the most active exponents of quack methods
in the field of physical exercises.’ I should also refer to passages at pp. 8
and 43, where reference is made to lack of recognition of Mr Alexander
by medical research workers or prominent physical educationists, and a
comparison is made of his results and those of members of the medical
and physical education professions. In the note at p. 34 Mr Alexander is
said to attack physical education to impress the public with the quackery
advertised by himself. Reasonable men reading the article and the heading to the next article would, I consider, have understood that the Alexander Technique was regarded as quackery in the field of physical education,
and, though it may be irrelevant in the interpretation of the article, there
should be no complaint by the defendants to this interpretation, for Dr
Jokl, a leading expert in physical education, first crossed swords with the
upholders of Mr Alexander in the field of education, and Dr Cluver, as a
matter of policy, authorised the writing of it to foil any attempt to introduce the system into the schools of this country.
Although I consider that the allegation has been made that the Technique is quackery in the field of physical education, the allegation of
quackery is, I think, made on a wider basis. Dr Jokl sets out his reading of
the Technique early in the article. His description of it is not one related
to physical education; it is a description of a technique for the control of
all movements and organs of the body. This is the technique he attacks. At
p. 8 he states that no recognised book on ‘medicine or physical education’
and no ‘medical research worker’ supports this ‘dangerous and irresponsible form of quackery’, which must be read as showing that the quackery
is regarded also as medical quackery. Again, quackery is stressed in regard
to the comparison made with the work of Professor Magnus, work in the
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field of medicine. And at p. 29 Dr Jokl shows how physical education is
applied by the medical profession, as physical medicine, for the treatment
of disease.
The analysis of the article into divisions, which are not set out in it, in
order to show that quackery is only charged in regard to physical education, is not, I consider, an analysis which would be made by readers of this
article. In my view they would be left with the two impressions: That this
was a quack system of physical education and a quack system in the medical sense. For reasons later to be set out it is, I consider, important to discuss the grounds upon which the article alleges that this is quackery in the
medical sense. The whole article is written about the system as described
at the start of the article, about a ‘system of postural gymnastics’ in which
‘by devoting attention to the position of the head in relation to the spine
he can enable his pupils not only to “control consciously” all their voluntary movements, but also the activities of their internal organs.’ The
object of the article is to show that this is quackery. Throughout the article
there are references to claims of Mr Alexander, claims on which scorn is
poured. That the technique can change for the better the character and
mentality and improve emotional stability and health is classified as what
the ‘miraculous method claims’ (p. 3); reference is made to ‘unheard of
standards of health and happiness’ (p. 4), to ‘miraculous successes’ (p.
13); disbelief is expressed in the claims to cure diseases (p. 29); a claim
to cure acute appendicitis is classified as criminal (p. 37); and on p. 43 a
reason why Mr Alexander had to make claims of amazing quackery is set
out. All these indicate in my view that the reader would understand that
the system was quackery because of the claims made for it in the field of
medicine. There is also an allegation that the quackery is dangerous. The
proper interpretation of the article, so far as the allegation of quackery is
concerned, is, in my view, that it alleges that there is a system propounded
by Mr Alexander which is quackery in the field of physical education,
quackery in the field of medicine, because both its basic and its claims are
medically unsound, and quackery which is dangerous. It will be convenient to place under this heading the reference to the Medical Dental and
Pharmacy Act No. 13 of 1928, which appears at pp. 35-37 of the article.
Under that Act it is an offence for a person, who is not a doctor, for gain to
practise as a doctor or perform any act pertaining to the calling of a doctor. This is set out. It is alleged that a passage from a book, which is cited,
is the giving of advice in regard to acute appendicitis, which is criminal.
This is an allegation that Mr Alexander, by publishing this book, has contravened the Act. The meaning of the phrase cited will be dealt with later.
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Dishonesty
It is not disputed by the defendants that the allegation of dishonesty is
made in the sense that a quack is dishonest, in the sense that money is
made by the ignorant pretence to skill, by the boast of wonderful remedies. The allegation of dishonesty in this sense is not a matter to be dealt
with separately. If the charge of quackery is justified the dishonesty inherent in quackery is also shown to be present. But the plaintiff alleges that
the article goes further. If the allegation of wider dishonesty is made it is
made in footnotes at pp. 8 and 9. At p. 8 the author refers to ‘the considerable fees which are generally charged by the alleged possessors of the
priceless secret’, and to the exposure of the activities of another ‘mental
healer’ Mrs Mary Baker Eddy, and in a note says: ‘Irrational cults like
the one which has developed around Mr Alexander may be extremely
lucrative. Mrs Eddy, in many respects similar to, although apparently a
stronger personality than the Australian actor, was a penniless and friendless neurotic at the age of fifty but died as a multi-millionaire.’ At p. 9 he
refers to persons, ‘modest fellows, confining their activities to the man
in the street’, and says, ‘It was left to Mr Alexander to tackle the “upper
class”.’
Again there is a note which says, ‘The history of medicine is full of
similar episodes’, and quotes a passage contrasting the charlatans of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, who dealt with the lower classes in
the villages, with the elegant adventurer of the eighteenth century, who
‘easily penetrated to palaces and even to royal courts and knew how to
exploit the credulity of the people in a really extraordinary manner’. There
is, I think, more of a sting in these passages than there would be in saying
that Mr Alexander was a quack dishonestly making money. They convey,
I consider the impression that Mr Alexander, realising how much money
was to be made by quackery, and realising, too, that it was to be made
from the rich, had set himself out to see that his system was attractive to
the rich in order, dishonestly, to make as much money as possible by his
quackery.
Untruthfulness
To be defamatory in this regard the article must allege that the plaintiff is
knowingly untruthful. Although in argument it was said that Mr Alexander
either knew that what he advanced in his book was untrue or was reckless
whether it was true or false, I take the view that in the articles the imputation is not made that he is a liar. In almost all places where reference is
made to the falsity of his statements there is some qualification showing
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either that he believed what he said, or that it was said irresponsibly. I
can instance ‘his fancies’ and ‘irrational beliefs’ (p. 7), ‘made allegations
not borne out’ (p. 13), ‘pure invention’ (p. 18), ‘irresponsibly alleges’ (p.
21), ‘facts and phantasies are the same’ (p. 32), ‘irresponsible nonsense’
(p. 37), and ‘Mr Alexander may be convinced of what he writes’ (p. 41).
Although the allegation is clearly made that most of what Mr Alexander
says is not true in fact, the article would, I think, convey the impression to
the reader that the further case which the author was trying to establish
was that Mr Alexander was actually silly enough to believe what he said.
Madness
At the beginning of the article there appears a quotation from Mark
Twain: ‘We who are outside the asylum all agree that water seeks its level;
that the sun gives light and heat; that fire consumes; that fog is damp; that
six times six are thirty-six; that two from ten leaves eight; that eight and
seven are fifteen. These are, perhaps, the only things we are agreed about
but, although they are so few, they are of inestimable value, because they
make an infallible standard of sanity. Whosoever accepts them, him we
know to be substantially sane; sufficiently sane; in the working essentials
sane. Whoever disputes a single one of them, him we know to be wholly
insane, and qualified for the asylum.’ At p. 13 the author says: ‘We shall
prove . . . that the appropriate place to discuss his concepts on physical
training is in the literature dealing with mental sciences.’ At the end of the
article it is said of Mr Alexander’s writings that ‘their greatest value will
be to the psychiatrist as intimate and revealing self studies in psychology.’
These are the passages relied upon by the plaintiff to show that the imputation is made of him that he is mentally deranged. To put in the forefront
of the article the quotation I have set out and, as the article does, to allege
that Mr Alexander goes contrary to well accepted medical knowledge,
does not, I think, mean that Mr Alexander is regarded as insane in the
sense that he should be in an asylum. Mark Twain’s is forceful language
of contrast indicating the view which the normal man takes of the man
who repudiates that which is commonly accepted. The proper meaning to
be given to the comparison of Mr Alexander with the man Mark Twain
speaks of is, I think, that Mr Alexander is putting forward mad theories. The allegation is made, I consider, that in this respect, in his writing
and teaching, Mr Alexander is mentally deranged judged by the accepted
standards, but the allegation is not made that he has a diseased mind.
I shall now try to set out shortly what the Alexander system is stated to
be. The underlying concept is that man in early times was a creature whose
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bodily functions were regulated by instinct, instinct properly adapted to
his needs in the course of evolution. With the rapid advance of civilisation, instinctive control of the body has not kept pace with man’s needs,
has ceased to be a proper guide. The time has come for reasoning man to
use his intellect in the care of his body. The bad use controlled by instinct
shows its effects in all human ills. How then is the body to be put under
control of the conscious mind? The difficulty which has to be overcome is
that sensory appreciation is defective; misuse of the body is not realised;
the wrong manner of use feels and seems to be right. To explain the way
of misuse and try to teach correct use in action fails, because as soon as
man sets out to act he reverts to his instinctive way of acting with its old
misuse. The first step then is to stop the existing reaction to an impulse;
attention must be concentrated on the manner in which the body is to
work, and, when the proper manner of working is ensured, the act to be
done may be allowed to come about. A person told to sit, for example,
will refuse to do so, and so prevent the instinctive misuse associated with
sitting; he will decide when he moves his body to move in a particular way,
and will then decide to move his body into a chair. This mental process
is called conscious control. Associated with conscious control is what is
called the primary control. The relationship of the head to the neck and
the neck to the spine, in activity, is held to be the chief factor in influencing the correct functioning of the body. Maintenance of the proper
relationship, at all times, will ensure that all parts and organs of the body
are working at their best. The mind is brought to bear on maintaining the
proper relationship. That relationship, the primary control, when maintained, will of itself bring about the proper functioning of the rest of the
body. By constant attention to the manner in which acts are performed,
and, especially, constant attention to the head-neck-spine relationship,
the acquired manner of using the body will take the place of the wrong
instinctive manner, and the body will function with least effort and to best
advantage. And thus, by taking thought, man will convert a badly used self
into a proper being, not subject to known human ills.
In the books these ideas are tangled in a mass of words. But it is necessary to investigate the writings in certain respects, for much of the evidence for the defendants is given on the basis that the technique is more
far-reaching in its claims than is above set out.
Two matters, in particular, call for preliminary investigation. They are
whether any distinction is drawn in the books between ‘conscious control’
and ‘primary control’, or whether those terms are used interchangeably;
and whether the claim is made to control the working of internal organs
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by thought directed to that purpose. Certain of the witnesses speak of the
phrase ‘primary conscious control’. That phrase does not appear in the
writings of Mr Alexander. It does appear in the Manpower article, and it
must, I consider, be from that article that the phrase was derived.
The phrase itself in combining the two controls can therefore be disregarded. ‘Conscious control’ was a phrase used by Mr Alexander in his first
book in 1910 and incorporated in the title of his second book in 1923. In
1925 Professor Magnus delivered his Croonian lecture on Animal Posture. The Use of the Self was published in 1932 and it speaks extensively of
the ‘primary control’, comparing it to the ‘central control’ of which, it is
alleged, Professor Magnus wrote. Again, in the last book to appear, there
is extensive reference to ‘primary control’. It is not, I think, necessary to
consider the question whether the importance of what is later called the
‘primary control’ was stressed in Mr Alexander’s earlier books, though
not by that name, or whether the idea and name were importations from
the work of Professor Magnus, for the question I am concerned with is
whether or not, when it did appear as an element in the teaching of Mr
Alexander, it was identified with ‘conscious control’. In The Use of the Self
reference is made to the important discovery by the author of the ‘primary
control’ (p. 7), and at p. 9 he sets out experiences which were ‘forerunners
of the recognition that relativity in the use of the head, neck, and other
parts proved to be a primary control of the general use of the self ’. At p.
15 he speaks of ‘that conscious reasoned direction which is associated
with a primary control of the mechanisms of the self as a working unity.’
At p. 23 he speaks of giving ‘the directions for the primary control which
I reasoned out as being best for the purpose of bringing about the new
and improved use of myself.’ At p. 26 he speaks of ‘my conscious employment of this primary control’ and at p. 27, after referring to the putting
of his head forward and up, he mentions ‘his employment of the primary
control’ and says that ‘the knowledge of how to direct the primary control
has led to a change for the better in the manner of use.’ At p. 28 he uses
the words ‘teaching them to employ consciously the primary control of
their use’. At p. 39 he speaks of discovering that there is a primary control
of the use of the self, which governs the working of all the mechanisms,
and so renders the control of the complex human organism comparatively simple’, and at p. 40 says that ‘this primary control . . . depends on
a certain use of the head and neck in relation to the use of the rest of the
body’ and that a new use is built up ‘by giving the pupil the primary direction towards the establishment of this primary control’. Finally, at p. 47,
he tells how he gave the pupil ‘the directions for the employment of the
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primary control’. Although some of these phrases are ambiguous it can, I
think, be gathered from this book, and especially the passages on pp. 9, 39
and 40, that what he is speaking of is the conscious control of the relationship which he calls the primary control, which in its turn reacts upon the
rest of the body. In The Universal Constant in Living there are references to
the primary control at pp. 6-8, 14, 21, 24, 50-51, 77, 87, 114-115 where
the phrases ‘central (primary) control‘ and ‘central control’ are used, 116118, 126, 152, 157, 173-4. I do not propose to set out what is said. Most
of the references stress the need ‘not to interfere with the primary control’; if ‘primary control’ is synonymous with ‘conscious control’ such an
instruction would be meaningless, because there could not be an act of
the will which interfered with itself.
For the defendants, much stress is laid upon the fact that Mr McDonagh, one of the plaintiff’s witnesses, Mr Alexander’s own doctor, and a
man who has been in close touch with Mr Alexander for over 20 years,
expressed the view that there was no difference between ‘conscious control’ and ‘primary control’. But I do not think this answer can bind the
plaintiff against the other evidence, and the passages I have quoted from
the books. I take the view, therefore, that on a proper reading of the four
books, which were the subject matter of the article in Manpower, ‘conscious control’ and ‘primary control’ are used with different meanings.
The witnesses for the defendants express views in this regard to which I
must pay close attention. Sir Henry Dale says that he thinks Mr Alexander ‘uses the two terms just indifferently. I think they mean to him, if they
mean anything, the same thing.’ He had read only Man’s Supreme Inheritance and The Universal Constant in Living, and glanced through the other
books. It was plain to him that Mr Alexander attached great importance
to the relationship of the head to the neck. This witness speaks of finding
in the books ‘the primary conscious control’, the phrase derived from the
article, and one feels that this phrase must have been present to his mind
as he read. His evidence was not primarily directed to this question, and,
without hearing what his views might be after a reading of The Use of the
Self, I do not think I can agree with the view which he has expressed. I have
had to approach the books after detailed description of what is involved in
the technique by persons trained in it, and it may be, though I have tried
to dismiss the effect of the description, that it has its influence in finding that a matter now simply described can be discovered in the mass of
words of Mr Alexander. Professor Adrian, who read Man’s Supreme Inheritance, The Use of the Self and The Universal Constant in Living, said that
he was not sure what Mr Alexander meant by a primary control. He too
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uses the phrase ‘primary conscious control’, which he thinks he got from
one of the books. His impression is that when Mr Alexander speaks of a
primary control he means some conscious control. His evidence relates
rather to the validity of the claim that there is a primary control than to
the interchangeability of the phrases. Sir Alfred Webb-Johnson read Man’s
Supreme Inheritance and glanced through the other books. He did not find
any difference between the meaning of the phrases. Since it is only in The
Use of the Self and The Universal Constant in Living that ‘primary control’ is
spoken of, my reason for differing again is the absence of an expression of
opinion based on the full information. Dr Paul Wood read The Universal
Constant in Living. He understood ‘primary control’ to be used almost in
the sense in which the plaintiff maintains it is used. Professor Sampson
Wright recognises that primary control and conscious control are used
with different meanings, but gives to each meaning which is at variance
with that put forward by the plaintiff in this Court. This evidence will be
examined later; it does not suggest that the terms are interchangeable.
I turn now to the second question on which the books have to be considered. That question relates to the extent of the claim to control the
working of the internal organs. The contention of the defendants is that
the claim is made that the internal organs can be controlled by an act of
consciousness in some direct manner. It is true, as Dr Cluver points out,
that there can be no such thing as the direct control of any function of the
body, if by ‘direct’ is meant that there is a result from the impulse without the intervention of intermediate links. But it is not in that technical
sense, in my view, that the words ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ are used in any of
the writings or evidence to be considered. As I understand the terms, as
used, ‘direct control’ of a part of the body means that the intention is to
affect the function of that part of the body; ‘indirect control’ means that
the intention is to affect the function of another part of the body which
will indirectly affect the function of the part spoken of as ‘indirectly controlled’. A suggestion was made by Dr Jokl that the passage on p. 2 of the
article does not charge that Mr Alexander claims directly to control the
internal organs; he said that all that was set out was that Mr Alexander
claimed conscious control of the internal organs and that it was left to the
reader to understand that as direct or indirect control. But the next reference in the article to the possibility of controlling ‘motor performance’,
with its implied contrast to the control of the internal organs, the passage
at p. 13 reading ‘This legendary primary control’, we are told, ‘. . . enables man to subject not only all his muscular actions, but also the work
of internal organs, to the supervision of his will,’ and the reference on p.
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43 to the control of the ‘conduction of impulses between auricle and ventricle of the human heart’, indicates, I think, that the meaning is that Mr
Alexander does claim to teach direct control of the internal organs. The
passages, which are relied upon by the defendants to show that Mr Alexander does claim directly to control by conscious act the activities of the
internal organs are many. In the written notes submitted in argument, Mr
Pirow refers to passages in Man’s Supreme Inheritance, xx, 33, 34, 44, 114,
118, 128, 137, 141-2, 175; The Use of the Self, 7, 39; The Universal Constant
in Living, xxi, xxv, 51, 116, 117. Dr Jokl in evidence had other references
to add to this list. I do not propose to refer in detail to all the passages
referred to. I have considered them all. Some of them do not seem to me
to relate to this matter. Most of them are passages from which control of
the internal organs is to be inferred, if at all; because reference is made to
the control of the organism as a whole. Phrases relied upon are ‘control in
all directions’, control of ‘human ills’, ‘habitual use’, ‘human self’, ‘bodily organism’, ‘psycho-physical mechanisms’. Into this class, too, falls the
reliance upon the title of the book, Constructive Conscious Control of the
Individual. These references are as consistent with indirect as with direct
control. Some of the passages relied upon need special mention; they are
passages in Man’s Supreme Inheritance, pp. 33, 114, 175 and The Universal
Constant in Living, p. 117.
In Man’s Supreme Inheritance, p. 33, reference is made to a yogi who
was able to stop the beating of his own heart at will without harm. After
disapproving of such dangerous trickery Mr Alexander says: ‘I have
merely quoted this case of the yogi in support of my assertion that there
is no function of the body that cannot be brought under the control of
the conscious will’. This is not a claim that his training teaches control
of the heart, but a reference to conscious control by another method in
support of what he does in reality claim. He continues: ‘I claim further
that by the application of this principle of conscious control there may
in time be evolved a complete mastery over the body.’ Assuming that the
words ‘in time’ do not refer to man in the future, this passage too, in my
view, is consistent with both direct and indirect control. At p. 114 the
author says: ‘In effect these new habits ensure conditions which give new
life to, and maintain in a high state of efficiency, every organ of the body,
the automatic functions being reacted upon by the consciously controlled
energies.’ This seems to me to be more consistent with indirect than with
direct control. At p. 175 he says: ‘On the other hand there is great danger
in underrating the power of conscious control, which, if it must not be
prematurely forced and made to intrude on automatic functions, must in
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no way be undervalued or delimited.’ This passage is part of what is perhaps the strongest passage in the books against the direct control of internal organs. It appears in a paragraph which starts by saying that many
people regard conscious control as a kind of magic – ‘they appear to think
that we may obtain conscious control of, say, the secretive glands. . . . If
such a thing were possible, if I could endow any person with such power
tomorrow, I should know perfectly well that I should, by so doing, be
signing that person’s death warrant.’ And, after the sentence to which Dr
Jokl refers, the author illustrates his meaning: ‘For instance, though it may
not be possible to control directly each separate part of the abdominal
viscera, we can control directly the muscles of the abdominal wall which
encloses the viscera . . . and . . . by widening and altering the shape of the
back . . . allow it (the stomach) to occupy the natural position and so give
free play or more to the natural functions of the viscera. . . . Here we see
that though conscious control does not affect by a process of direct command, as it were, the lower automatic functions, there is great danger in
assuming that such functions are beyond the reach of my methods.’ To
this disclaimer of direct control of internal organs must be added that at
p. 28 of The Use of the Self: ‘I learned from these experiences that I could
not enable my pupils to control the functioning of their organs, systems
or reflexes directly, but that by teaching them to employ consciously the
primary control of their use I could put them in command of the means
whereby their functioning can be indirectly controlled.’
At UCL 117-118 he refers to the effect of primary control on the disassociated action of the auricles and ventricles of the heart. This is relied
upon by the defendants in argument and, in the note at p. 15 of the article,
to show a claim to treat this state of the heart by conscious control. But, in
the passage at p. 118, Mr Alexander specially speaks of the ‘indirect influence of the use of the primary control’ upon that state of the heart. I am
of opinion that the writings of Mr Alexander do not show that he claims
to teach a conscious direct control of the internal organs. As against a
number of passages from which such a claim is an inference alternative to
indirect control, there are the specific passages in which direct control is
disclaimed, and indirect control mentioned. Dr Jokl dismisses the latter
as typical instances of contradictions; contradictions, he maintains, which
appear everywhere and which seem to be made to avoid the adoption of
too definite a view. If that criticism is justified in other respects, it does
not in my view apply here. I do not discover in this regard contradictory
claims, but rather a claim to indirect control, and passages which contradict that claim only if the inferences against the claim, and not those in
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favour of the claim, are drawn from them.
I can now consider whether the defendants have shown to be true the
allegation that the system of Mr Alexander is quackery in the fields of
physical education and medicine. As I have already said, I am not concerned to find whether Mr Alexander is right or wrong. Nor am I concerned with criticisms made of the supporters of Mr Alexander, either
in England or South Africa. In so far as there may be statements in the
article which are defamatory of those persons, it was open to them either
to bring action or to ignore the article. The portions of the article which
criticise those persons will not therefore be dealt with, except in so far as
they relate, by inference, to Mr Alexander in regard to the matters in issue.
In considering whether quackery has been shown, most regard must be
had to the reasons given in the article. The system was classified as quackery for those reasons, and, by advancing the defence of justification, the
defendants have undertaken to show that those reasons are sound, and
that therefore it is quackery. It might be possible to go through the article
page by page and to deal with the reasons one by one. But, so many of
the reasons are interrelated that that method is not, I consider, satisfactory. I propose to deal with the question under broad headings in which I
can consider related matters together. Broadly speaking, in my view, the
defendants say that here is quackery because the basis of the technique
is unsound, because there is no support for the technique by evidence or
authority, and because the claims to cure made for it are nonsense. I shall
deal in turn with the questions of Unsound Basis, Lack of Support, and
Claims to Cure.
Unsound Basis
Mr Alexander says that man’s health is deteriorating, that a main reason for this is misuse of the body, that the misuse cannot be corrected
because of faulty sensory appreciation, that proper use can be taught,
that maintenance of a proper head-neck relationship will to a large extent
bring about proper use, that proper use so taught will improve health
and prevent disease. This must be proved to be unsound. I leave out of
account the cure of existing disease, which I shall deal with later. It does
not seem to me to matter whether or not man’s health is proved not to be
deteriorating. Even if this actuating reason for Mr Alexander’s hope that
man will improve the use of his body is a mistake on his part, it is not a
reason to condemn what he may have found out. If some crank formed
the impression that all men squinted, and discovered a medicine which
did in fact greatly improve the power of sight, that medicine would still
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be of use. But in any event Mr Alexander’s thesis, to which the article
objects, p. 22, is, that you can see the deterioration in man as you walk
about the street, and that cases of cancer, appendicitis and insanity are on
the increase. The objection to this statement on deterioration is that Mr
Alexander does not quote comparative figures of health in, say, 1900 and
1940. But that is not what he means. He says in effect: ‘I look at the figures and faces of the people in the street; they look worse than they used
to look’. To show that the stature and weight of schoolboys somewhere in
the world has improved of recent years does not prove an improvement in
health; indeed Dr Jokl does not claim that. He says that health generally
has improved. Assuming that this is so those healthier persons may still
walk about more bent and gloomy than in days gone by. And though the
admitted increase in cancer is due to the larger number of people living to
old age, there is still the fact to be faced that it is a disease of greater incidence than formerly, a disease to be prevented if possible. Whether misuse
of the body may be a cause of deterioration in health is so bound up with
the question whether the Alexander Technique can improve health and
prevent disease that it has to be considered with those matters. When Mr
Alexander speaks of man’s lack of sensory appreciation he is not in my
view talking of the condition known to the physiologist as debauched kinaesthesia. It is true that he uses that term, but in his argument Mr Pirow
includes the term as one used by Mr Alexander in his own sense, and
relies upon the use of it to show a lack of knowledge of physiology. And Dr
Jokl in his evidence properly admitted that Mr Alexander’s ‘debauched
kinaesthesia’ is not the condition about which Professor Sampson Wright
spoke. Sir Henry Dale and Professor Adrian, speaking of the works of Sir
Charles Sherrington, agreed that there is difficulty informing a sensory
appreciation of ordinary acts. This is, I consider, all that Mr Alexander is
saying in writings meant for the layman and expressed in pseudo-scientific language. In so far as faulty sensory appreciation is at the foundation
of Mr Alexander’s technique it has not been shown that he is not right in
alleging that it does exist, and that its existence is a difficulty in the way of
teaching another method of performing ordinary acts. In coming to deal
with the evidence which relates to the efficacy of the Alexander Technique
there is, I think, need to attempt some definition of the terms used. Mr
Alexander and Dr Barlow shun the word ‘posture’; but in many of the
questions put to witnesses the phrase ‘improvement in posture’ is sometimes used to mean a mere alteration in physical bearing, sometimes an
alteration in all the functioning in the body which goes to bring about and
preserve the physical bearing. Mainly, the evidence relates to the effect of
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good body mechanics on health and the prevention of disease, and to the
possibility that alteration in posture, or the better use of Mr Alexander,
can improve body mechanics. When I use the term ‘body mechanics’ I
shall use it as defined by Dr Goldthwaite: ‘the mechanics of the function
of all parts of the human body: bones, joints, muscles, viscera and nerves.’
‘Posture’, I think, means the carriage of the limbs and body as a whole.
Where in my view the question or the answer in evidence uses these words
in some different sense I shall mention it. To avoid confusion I shall use
for the technique of Mr Alexander, brought about mainly by maintenance
of the head-neck relationship, the phrase ‘proper use’. I shall first consider
whether the evidence shows that good body mechanics cannot improve
health and prevent disease, and then whether it is shown that proper use
cannot bring about good body mechanics, and the effect of the proper use
in attaining posture is included in these enquiries.
Since the claims to improve health and prevent disease are connected,
it is necessary first to consider the manner in which Mr Alexander sets
out his claims in this regard. In MSI pp. 109-110, in a chapter headed
‘Synopsis of Claim’ he writes: ‘My first claim is that psycho-physical
guidance by conscious control, when applied as a universal principle to
“living” constitutes an unfailing preventive for diseases mental or physical, malformations, and loss of general efficiency’, and ‘My next claim is
that the limitations and imperfections referred to above as well as cancer, appendicitis, bronchitis, tuberculosis, etc., are too often permitted
to remain uneradicated and frequently undetected, and so to develop in
consequence of the failure to recognise that the real cause of the development of such diseases is to be found in the erroneous preconceived ideas
of the persons immediately concerned, ideas which affect the organism in
the manner described in Part I of this book’. These claims are put forward
after an introduction to part II in which he says that he will put forward
his claims ‘as boldly as possible’ and that he regards his deductions as so
important that ‘I cannot hesitate to deliver my message in a tone which
may appear to some to savour of over-confidence.’ For the defendants it
is argued that these are a claim to eradicate and prevent all disease, and
a claim that all disease originates in the wrong use of self. In addition to
the passage in MSI pp. 109-110 a number of references are put forward
by Mr Pirow. In MSI p. xvi the human body when properly used is said to
be able to overcome ‘all the forces of disease’. At p. 25 he says that perfect
self-consciousness would imply ‘a complete immunity from disease that
is still a dream of the future.’ He speaks of the application of his methods
‘to the eradication of disease’, p. 29. He says that conscious control will
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ensure ‘the highest standard of resistance to disease’, p. 107, but this at a
desirable stage of our evolution. At p. 119 the defendants rely upon the
phrase ‘this twofold problem of universal disease and its universal remedy’, but again that phrase is in a passage dealing with the evolution of
man. At p. 183 he speaks of the prevention of appendicitis and influenza.
In US passages relied upon are at pp. xxi, 60-61, and 67. The first is in
the introduction by Professor Dewey and I cannot see its relevance. In
the next it is said that ‘I am not interested in disease or defects apart from
their association with harmful conditions of use,’ and that where diseases,
many of which are set out, have been found, they have in Mr Alexander’s
experience been associated with harmful use. It is argued from the passage at p. 67, in which it is stated that wrong functioning causes disease,
that, by necessary implication, it is claimed that the method prevents disease. In UCL, p. v, an appreciation by Dr Peter Macdonald is set out
which reads: ‘No less important are its effects upon health and upon the
avoidance of the conditions that make for disease. Disease and the effects
of disease may be removed by carrying out the technique he teaches.’ At
p. 8 the statement that with correct use of the primary control by man ‘an
influence is constantly operating in his favour’ is relied upon; how this
is a claim to prevent disease I cannot see. Many of those passages obviously relate to the state of mankind in the future. That, this action is not
concerned with. Some merely state that where Mr Alexander has found
disease he has found misuse. The passage at p. 183 does claim to prevent
appendicitis, but the reference to influenza again is bound up with evolution. The appreciation by Dr Macdonald is, I consider, a statement that
the technique renders disease loss likely and can cure disease – it does
not, I think, mean that all disease will be prevented. I do not consider that
these few passages out of the four books add to what can be derived from
the claims set out in MSI, pp. 109-110.
The first claim at p. 109 is clearly, I consider, a claim for the future, having regard to the introduction to Part II on p. 107, and to the words which
follow it on p. 109. Although the future of mankind has been discussed in
evidence, the article calls Mr Alexander a quack because of his claims in
regard to the man who reads his books and the man who comes to him for
treatment; because he claims to improve ‘the health of his patients’ (p. 3);
because it is said that he claims ‘a method of prevention . . . of practically
every known disease’, (p. 29). In the passage at p. 110 the claim is, I consider, made that cancer, appendicitis, bronchitis and tuberculosis can be
prevented. There is also no doubt that a general claim to improve health
is made in the books. But where the article alleges that Mr Alexander
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claims to prevent all disease, it misconstrues, in my view, the claims of Mr
Alexander. That claim may be made in regard to the future in the course
of evolution; it is not made for the present. What is claimed is to improve
health, and to prevent cancer, appendicitis, bronchitis, and tuberculosis. I
do not think ‘etc.’ can be reasonably read to mean ‘every known disease’.
As a general proposition, the diagrams on pp. 107 and 108 of the issue of
Manpower support the contention that good body mechanics, and posture
brought about by good body mechanics, can improve health. Professor
Sampson Wright was only prepared to concede that posture could have
bad effects in cases of grave abnormality. Professor Adrian says that posture could obviously have bad effects, though he is not prepared to say
what degree of abnormal posture would have those effects. He says that it
is a commonly accepted view that good bodily functioning makes people
less prone to disease. Sir Henry Dale says that ‘such use of the body as a
whole as keeps it in good health’ may affect certain diseases.
Dr Barlow in his evidence refers to various American authorities. Dr
K. G. Hanson, a doctor acknowledged by Dr Jokl to be an authority, in
an article ‘Body Mechanics and Posture’ (Journal of the American Medical Association, July 28th, 1945), reaches the following conclusion: ‘The
relation between health and body mechanics is soundly based on physical laws and on physiology. There is increasingly strong clinical evidence
of posture and health being the cause and effect in many conditions.’
The book Essentials of Body Mechanics in Health and Disease, of which the
chief author is Dr Goldthwaite, also an acknowledged expert, has passages which have been referred to in evidence on the effect of good body
mechanics in health and in the prevention of disease. In the preface, pp.
v-vi, this is the view expressed: ‘the proper training of the body for the
greatest physical efficiency and the early recognition and treatment of
faults which lead to disease are the chief business of the physician. In this
prophylactic role of medicine the development of good body mechanics
plays an important part.’ Dr Barlow also relies, in support of his view,
upon Principles and Practice of Physical Therapy, edited by Professor Pemberton, and on the American Medical Association’s Handbook of Physical Therapy, especially the passage at p. 118, reading, ‘Clinical evidence
strongly suggests an intimate relationship between body mechanics and
health.’ These books by recognised authorities, or published with sanction
of a recognised body, can only be used in support of the evidence of Dr
Barlow. But the effect of all this evidence, and particularly the statement
of Professor Adrian that it is a commonly accepted view that good bodily
functioning makes people less prone to disease is, that it certainly cannot
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be said that the defendants have proved that good body mechanics cannot
lead to an improvement in health and in a general sense to the prevention of disease. The evidence in regard to the effect of good posture in
the attainment of good body mechanics is by no means so definite. When
Professor Sampson Wright and Professor Adrian envisage that bad posture might have bad effects they are, I consider, presupposing a very wide
range of postures as being normal, and only conceding bad effects of bad
posture in quite abnormal cases. There is also the difficulty in considering
the evidence generally that there is the view that good posture can only
be brought about by an alteration of the conditions of the body which
lead to the maintenance of good posture. So Dr Jokl says that it is untrue
that posture is one prime factor in attaining health and preventing disease, because he maintains that the change for the good in posture is not
brought about of itself, but by the conditioning of the body which leads
to it. As against this, Mr Alexander’s technique, in so far as it refers to
posture, maintains that if you can be taught to stop reverting to improper
postures in your movements, and to preserve in movement a proper posture, then that posture will become the natural one to you, and you will
come to maintain good posture. In this regard Dr Barlow relies on a passage in Dr Hanson’s article: ‘If proper posture be maintained by conscious effort for a short time, then the increase of reflex tonus obtained
by such posture will serve to maintain the proper attitude without the
patient’s requiring to give the matter thought and attention’. As I see it,
the one theory is that you must first build up the muscles to maintain the
posture; the other is that if you consciously maintain the posture, that will
of itself build up the muscles involved in that maintenance. In regard to
the question whether ‘proper use’ can bring about good body mechanics I
have first to consider to what extent the discoveries of Professor Magnus
are the ‘cornerstone’ of the Alexander Technique. If the witnesses with
world wide reputations who have testified in this case are dealing with
the ‘primary control’, as the phrase is used by Mr Alexander; it would
be conclusively established that the works of Professor Magnus do not
support Mr Alexander’s contentions. I have already dealt at length with
the moaning of ‘primary control’ in the books. Much of the evidence of
these witnesses was given on the basis that Mr Alexander said that there
was some centre in the body through which the mind could control the
functions of the body. To show that Professor Magnus talked of nothing
of the sort does not assist the defendants; such evidence proves only that
what is not a basis of the technique is not sound. When asked to assume
that all that ‘primary control’ meant was the relationship of the head to
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the neck, and to divorce the phrase from conscious effort, Sir Henry Dale,
the intimate friend of Professor Magnus, says: ‘Magnus showed that the
relation of the head to the neck had great reflex effects on all other parts
of the body of an animal’, and agrees that Magnus put forward the phrase
‘When the head moves the body follows.’ Professor Adrian says the same.
He says that what Magnus showed in animals ‘has not been shown in
man’, and gives as a reason the fact that in four-footed animals ‘the head
is in a different relation to the body than it is in man.’ A passage from
the book of Sir Charles Sherrington, The Endeavour of Jean Fernel, which
reads: ‘To take a step in an affair, not of this or that limb solely, but of the
total neuro-muscular activity of the moment – not least of the head and
the neck’, was a passage with which he agreed. Dr Paul Wood, the heart
specialist, gives the following evidence:
Q. What do you understand the primary control to be when you are criticising his views about it?
A. I imagine from his writings that in order to exercise certain muscle
groups most effectively, in order to preserve maximum health – in order
to prevent organic disease – it is necessary and beneficial to see that the
head-neck relationship is of a certain kind, which he has discovered and
elaborated. It goes back really to postural reflexes in animals where they
preserve a certain head-neck relationship. With a cat, for example, if you
throw it up in the air it will always land on all fours. The first the cat does
is to get the postural relationship.
Q. That is what Magnus did?
A. Yes, that kind of thing, and I gather Alexander elaborated that and he is
making something of it in a big way.’

Professor Sampson Wright discussing the movement of the head in
normal actions says: ‘That would have effects on certain muscles in other
parts of the body’, and says that it is ‘extremely difficult to demonstrate
any significant change in organs other than the muscles’ by reason of the
relation of the head to the neck. In the article, p. 18, Dr Jokl writes: ‘It may
of course be assumed that the system of motor reflexes which Magnus has
analysed is active also in the human nervous system,’ but the conclusion
of the note in which this passage occurs indicates the sense in which this
statement is made. Dr Jokl says that there might be a connection between
what Professor Magnus showed in decerebrate animals and a changed
posture in human beings by reason of a certain head-neck relationship,
assuming that posture was so changed, but he says he would require proof
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of that connection. In the world of science it is no doubt necessary for
Mr Alexander to show that maintenance of a certain head-neck relationship can in man improve the functioning of the body. In this case it is not
necessary for him to do so. The defendants in their article have chosen to
assert the contrary, and in this court have undertaken to prove that what
they say is true. Challenges by witnesses to Mr Alexander to substantiate what he claims cannot prove the truth of what the defendants assert.
Assuming that Mr Alexander can derive no support for his theory that the
maintenance of a certain head-neck relationship can have effects on the
bodily functioning of man, from the works of Professor Magnus because
those works did not deal with man, still the defendants have to prove Mr
Alexander wrong. It is criticism then that he may wrongly claim support
from those works, but the proof that he is wrong has to be given otherwise. What has to be proved is that ‘proper use’ cannot bring about good
body mechanics. Professor Sampson Wright explains that a great many of
the physiological reasons which Mr Alexander sets out in support of his
technique are wrong. In his study of the Technique, which was only from
the books, he has restricted himself entirely to Mr Alexander’s physiology.
His evidence that the alleged scientific foundation for the Technique is
unscientific and untrue is given mainly on the assumptions that when Mr
Alexander refers to faulty sensory appreciation he speaks of the condition
known to the doctor as debauched kinaesthesia, and that he imagines
some bodily component, the primary control, through which the will can
affect bodily functioning. Professor Adrian’s evidence is also mainly given
on the basis that ‘primary control’ means something more than I find to
be meant by Mr Alexander. He does, however, give evidence in regard to
the effect of change of posture on disease in the following terms:
Q. In your opinion can changes of posture of a human being be made in
such a way as to prevent or cure all diseases?
A. No, certainly not all diseases.
Q. Can changes in posture, or not, be used to cure or prevent such diseases
as cancer, or appendicitis?
A. Not that I know of.
Q. Or infectious diseases of any kind?
A. No. Q. Or metabolic diseases such as diabetes? A. No; I am not an
expert on diabetes or any of these things, but I should say no.’

In this evidence the composite questions are put in regard to prevention or cure, but literally read the answers do refute the suggestion that
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there can be prevention. Dr Paul Wood, whilst saying that it is sheer nonsense to say that chronic cardiac disease rarely develops in the presence
of good body mechanics, also says that some organic diseases may be
affected by the head-neck relationship. He instances organic diseases of
the bones of the neck, meningitis, and certain diseases of the lower part of
the spine. This evidence relates, I think, rather to treatment of the disease
than to prevention of it. Sir Alfred Webb-Johnson says that faulty body
mechanics may be a cause of lowered resistance to tuberculosis. He says
that the exact causes of cancer are not known, though basically the cause
is some unknown irritant which sets up an irregular growth of cells. And,
further, he says that the exact cause of appendicitis is not known. Dr
Himmelweit says that what makes up resistance to disease is not yet fully
known. He says that relation of the head and neck to the body cannot be a
curative measure. Very little of this evidence relates to the possibility of Mr
Alexander’s ‘proper use’ bringing about good body mechanics. When the
witnesses do speak of posture, or the head-neck relationship, they seem
to be referring to some pose which is adopted for a while for a particular
purpose, and not to the maintenance of a position of advantage to the
body in all activity of the body. The emphasis in the article which is placed
on the supposed ‘primary conscious control’, and the alleged ability to
control all organs, has I think caused the evidence to be mainly directed
to showing how false such conceptions are. The evidence for the defendants destroys any idea that there is a part of the body which can function
to improve health or to prevent disease; it destroys any idea that all organs
can be controlled. But it is designed rather to support the article than
to deal with the effects of the Technique in practice. In my findings on
this part of the case I am not, I think, disregarding the very expert evidence which the defendants have led. That evidence could no doubt have
discussed fully how far the Alexander Technique, as applied in practice,
could lead to good body mechanics. But, through the misunderstanding
of the Technique expressed in the article, it has not on the whole been led
in this regard.
Dr Jokl, who gave evidence after the Technique had been fully explained
by the witnesses for the plaintiff, deals more directly with this matter. He
denies that improvement in posture can bring about good body mechanics, but the grounds of the denial are, I consider, that improvement in
posture brings about nothing, because it itself must be brought about by
other factors, which are the factors responsible for improving the body
mechanics. As against this evidence there is the evidence of Dr Barlow.
In the field of medicine he does not pretend to speak with the authority
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of the English witnesses, or Dr Jokl. What he does maintain is that he, as
a doctor, has studied the Alexander Technique, and that he can therefore express with reason his views on the effects of it. It is here that the
defendants find themselves in a difficulty. What has to be proved is that
the Technique cannot improve health and prevent the diseases which it
claims to prevent. To discuss the evidence I have split this matter to be
proved into two; can good body mechanics improve health and prevent
disease, and can ‘proper use’ bring out good health and prevent disease,
and can ‘proper use’ bring out good body mechanics. As the defendants
have failed to negative the first of these they must negative the second. All
of the witnesses for the defendants say that they cannot discover what Mr
Alexander does to bring about ‘proper use’ from his books; none of them
has seen the Technique in operation. Here really the defendants fall back
on the contention that all that is dealt with in the article is the books, and
say that because there is nothing in the books from which the operation
of the Technique can be discovered which could be of benefit to health, or
which could prevent disease, therefore the claims of the Technique in this
regard are false. Although great stress in the attack upon Mr Alexander is
laid upon his failure to describe in the books what he does, I am definitely
of opinion that readers of the article would understand that there was no
good in what Mr Alexander said or did. The books are described as an
advertisement for his system; the suggestion is made that demonstration
was avoided for fear of exposure; there is reference to practising for gain in
criminal manner, to ‘pupils’ of Mr Alexander, and to ‘further instruction’
by Mr Alexander. The defendants have therefore in my view to prove not
only that the system as described is unsound, but that, as described and
in operation, it is unsound. They have to prove, on the issue which I am
now considering, that persons who have undergone a course of instruction from Mr Alexander or his teachers, do not thereafter have improved
body mechanics. Since none of the defendants’ witnesses have seen such
a person this is difficult. The evidence which is given as to the absence
of effects of altered posture is not, I consider, evidence which can show
this, because the posture which is spoken of is not ‘proper use’, it is not a
position of advantage and undue strain continuously maintained in movement. And the defendants do not offer proof that the teaching does not
in fact bring about improvement in body mechanics, whilst the plaintiff
does offer such proof. In the absence of evidence showing on a balance of
probabilities that ‘proper use’, as taught, cannot improve body mechanics,
and by reason of the evidence as to the effect of good body mechanics, the
defendants have in my view failed to establish that the system is unsound.
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They have shown that Mr Alexander supports his technique by wrong
physiological reasoning, and by reference to work which almost certainly
has nothing to do with it. But that in my view is not enough. In regard
to the claims to prevent diseases the defendants in the article said that a
claim was made to prevent practically every known disease. This was not, I
think, claimed in the books. In regard to the diseases which he does claim
to prevent, although I am far from saying, that the evidence shows that
claim to be sound, yet I consider that the defendants have not proved the
negative they had to prove; they have not shown that what might lead to
improved health might not prevent diseases, for which either the causes,
or the factors which build up resistance, are not fully known.
Lack of Support
The defendants have shown that Mr Alexander’s knowledge of physiology is most elementary, and that where he airs that knowledge he falls
into serious error. The books are written for the lay reader, and I do not
regard as an error in physiology that he may use an illustration of a rubber bag suspended inside the body to show to such a reader what he
is talking about. It also seems to me pedantic criticism to condemn his
use of a phrase such as ‘toxic poisoning’ because of tautology. But from
Professor Sampson Wright’s evidence it is clear that many serious errors
in physiology are made in the books. Dr Barlow admits that Mr Alexander has practically no knowledge of physiology. It is also proved that Mr
Alexander’s statement that there are serious errors in authoritative works
on physiology is unfounded. The passage in the article that ‘not a single
medical research worker of scientific standing nor any prominent physical
educationists have given support’ to Mr Alexander’s system is also true,
with the exception of Professor Coghill. The doctors who support Mr
Alexander do not fall within the class ‘research workers’. The passage in
The Endeavour of Jean Fernel refers to Mr Alexander in another connection.
In the passage in the article dealing with recognition by the medical
profession, p. 38, it is said that Mr Alexander ‘carefully omits to refer to
the bulk of published expert opinion condemning his activities’. In its
context the passage conveys the meaning that the Technique has been
overwhelmingly condemned. I do not propose to deal fully with the correspondence and reviews dealing with the Technique and books in medical
journals, but will merely say that it is not shown that a majority of those
who have written about his technique is against him. That there is a lack
of support of the Technique does not prove it to be of no value. It is not
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proper to say that a system is quackery because no one supports it. A system may be shown to be quackery because it is unsound, and that there
is no scientific support for it is a reason for accepting evidence that it is
unsound, but it is not in itself the proof. Mr Alexander has not produced
case histories which are acceptable to the scientific investigator. The scientist can properly say that a theory is unacceptable to him because it is
not substantiated in the way which is accepted in the world of science, and
because it is contrary to what is generally accepted. But where he chooses
to attack that theory, and has to defend his attack in a Court of Law, the
failure of the propounder of the theory to prove in scientific manner that
what he says is correct is but an element in the proof that the theory is
unsound. If Mr Alexander chooses to appeal to the lay reader with his
type of history, and not to try to convince the scientist, he may do so. The
scientist who rejects the theory may challenge Mr Alexander to produce
the scientific proof. But if he condemns the theory he does so because he
can prove it to be wrong, not because Mr Alexander cannot prove it to be
right.
Claims to Cure
The article says that Mr Alexander boasts of curing diseased people, has
a method of treatment of practically every known disease, and in particular claims to treat acute appendicitis. The witnesses on behalf of Mr Alexander maintain that he does not make any claim to cure, and they are
careful to speak of ‘pupil’ and ‘re-education’ instead of ‘patient’ and ‘treatment’. The matters to be decided are whether Mr Alexander in his books
does claim to cure, and, if so, what diseases he claims to cure. I have no
doubt that when the article was written Mr Alexander did in his books
claim to cure. In the editions of his books then current, the terms ‘patient’
and ‘treat’ were used throughout. Those terms in the 1946 editions have,
except for a few omissions, been altered to ‘pupil’ and ‘help’. In UCL p. v,
he sets out the appreciation of Dr Macdonald reading ‘Disease and the
effects of disease may be removed’. Apart from the special passages in
which claims to cure may be put forward, or are disavowed, the general
impression to be gained from the books is that cures are effected. In US,
pp. 71-73, cases are cited which are really cures. In UCL he cites as cases
in which his technique has been ‘successfully applied’ cases of spasmodic
torticollis, asthma, tic doloreux, sciatica, scoliosis, melancholia. And in
CCC, pp. 59-60, after setting out a typical conversation with a new ‘pupil’
in which the pupil says, ‘Have you ever cured a case like mine?’, and his
answer is to point out that he does not undertake to cure anything or any-
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one, he has a footnote in which he says: ‘Under these circumstances I am
forced to work in a so-called curative sphere with adults.’ Throughout the
books instances are cited where some condition or other has been alleviated. And in MSI, p. 141, he says: ‘I am able to produce a list of pupils
(“cases” in 1918) who have been helped (“treated” in 1918) by me, and I
have often been astonished by the results. These include cases diagnosed
by prominent physicians in England, Australia, and the United Kingdom
as paralysis, varicosity, tuberculosis, asthma, adhesions of the lungs,
haemorrhage, congenital and other mal-formations, effects of infantile
paralysis, many varieties of throat, nose and ear trouble, hay fever, chronic
constipation, incipient appendicitis, and colitis; and in no case that has
come under my personal supervision have I discovered any relapse which
was not curable by a few further instructions in the principles enumerated’. With such a statement it is idle, I think, for Mr Alexander to maintain that he does not claim to cure, and, as Sir Alfred Webb Johnson puts
it, this list ‘seems almost universal of the whole range of pathological conditions’. Even though he has made it clear to persons who have been
taught by him that it was none of his business to cure, this passage can
only convey to the reader, in my view, that he does claim to cure. Even
though he was not interested in what was wrong with Dr Drew, and I may
here mention that I do not reject her evidence because she says that he
was not interested, as I was urged to do, it seems to me that he could not
know what had been the diagnosis in these cases he sets out unless he had
shown some interest in the matter, and the reader would understand only
that where a doctor diagnosed these conditions Mr Alexander’s help, or
treatment, got rid of them. Dr Paul Wood, when asked whether Mr Alexander recommended his technique as directed to curing specific diseases,
uses words which I adopt, not as evidence which I follow on a matter of
construction, but because they express my view. He says: ‘It is implicit.
The suggestion is here throughout, that cases which have not done well
with the orthodox treatment have been referred to him, and have written
glowing letters as a result of his wonderful treatment. One cannot but get
that impression from the book (UCL)’. The reason why Mr Alexander
maintains that he does not ‘cure’ is that he does not like that approach to
disease. In CCC, p. 60, he says ‘I ask myself, “Can one restore this machine,
improve the mechanical working, build up a new and satisfactory sensory
direction and control, restore a well coordinated condition of the psychophysical organism as a whole?” In other words, instead of trying to remove
specific symptoms directly (method of “cure”), I endeavour to bring
about such a readjustment of the organism as a whole that the symptoms
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in question disappear in the process and are not likely to recur if the new
conditions are maintained (principle of prevention)’. Now it seems to me
that the ordinary reader who suffers from one of the conditions to which
Mr Alexander refers will not care much whether he is ‘cured’ or whether
his symptoms ‘disappear and are not likely to recur.’ He will understand
that Mr Alexander offers to him that his disease will vanish, in ordinary
language that he will be cured. I can adopt the words of Sir Henry Dale:
‘I know that he elsewhere repudiates the suggestion that he claims to cure,
but if a man says that his treatment will cause diseases to disappear it
seems to me that to repudiate the accusation of curing is mere juggling
with words. Since the evidence in regard to cures has largely centred
round cancer and appendicitis I have to deal specially with his claim to
cure those conditions. As far as cancer is concerned he says in MSI, p. 28,
that the teaching ‘will in some cases influence the whole arrangement of
the cells forming the tissues, and dissipate a morbid condition such as
cancer,’ and at p. 173 he speaks of the cause of cancer, among other diseases, and says, ‘To regain normal health and power in such cases, what I
have called “re-education” is absolutely imperative’. Both these passages
are referred to in the index under ‘cancer’. There can, I think, be no other
reading of these passages than that a claim to cure cancer in certain cases
is made. Cure of appendicitis is set out in MSI, again in passages referred
to in the index. At p. 115 he says: ‘I maintain in this connection that any
case of incipient appendicitis may be treated successfully by these methods.’ At p. 141, in the passage already set out in full, ‘incipient appendicitis’ is one of the conditions which is said to have been dealt with. At p. 182
he first refers to the operation for appendicitis and says that the symptoms
may become so aggravated as to necessitate an operation; he then speaks
of the ease with which ‘the exaggerated condition may be avoided and the
trouble completely cured by natural means’. At p. 183 he says: ‘When the
trouble has already shown itself and there is some positive inflammation
of the appendix and tenderness in that region, it is by no means too late
to apply my methods’, and speaks of a ‘rapid return to a healthy and normal condition’. Later he says: ‘All these things, it will be seen, are essential
factors in the prevention and cure of appendicitis’. These are certainly
claims to cure appendicitis at some stage. I do not regard as sound the
contention in argument that these passages proffer advice to doctors in
the treatment of the condition. Partly they may do so, but they also in my
view hold out to the lay reader the hope of cure. While dealing with these
passages I should refer to the words of the article. It says, p. 29, that Mr
Alexander recommends his method for the treatment of ‘acute appendici-
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tis’, and at p. 37 it speaks of the passage in MSI p. 183, as referring to
‘acute appendicitis’. In MSI there are two references to ‘incipient appendicitis’, which cannot be ‘acute appendicitis’, and the passage at p. 183
follows on a recognition of an aggravated state which needs operative
treatment. The author of the article is then only entitled to refer to ‘acute
appendicitis’ if, when there is ‘some positive inflammation of the appendix and tenderness in that region’, the condition is rightly known in medicine as ‘acute’. In regard to this it is only necessary to refer to the evidence of Sir Alfred Webb-Johnson, and Sir Henry Dale. Sir Alfred WebbJohnson says: ‘It is well known that a certain number of cases of appendicitis do not lead to an immediate dangerous condition, and the process of
inflammation must have subsided,’ and in answer to the question:
‘There comes a time I gather . . . when an operation is required?’ he
answers: ‘For life-saving in some cases; in acute cases for immediate lifesaving, and in other cases to forestall the possibility of another attack.’ Sir
Henry Dale speaks of three stages in appendicitis, the first or symptomless stage, the middle stage when the patient is aware that there is trouble,
but it is not acute, and the last stage when it is acute. From this evidence it
seems clear that where there is some inflammation, some tenderness, the
condition would not ordinarily be classified as ‘acute’. And, having regard
to the use of ‘incipient’ elsewhere, and the recognition of the grave case, I
do not consider that it was proper to allege that Mr Alexander claimed to
cure ‘acute’ appendicitis.
Having dealt with the claims to cure which are made by Mr Alexander, I come now to deal with the evidence relating to the possibility of his
being able to effect a cure. Certain evidence of actual cures has been put
before the Court, mostly cases testified to by Dr Drew. In regard to all
the cases which she sent she admitted the possibility that they would have
improved as they did in any case, and most of them had an emotional element in them. Sir Stafford Cripps could not definitely attribute the cure
of colitis to treatment by Mr Alexander. In the case of Mr Coaker, there
is no evidence as to the exact conditions cured by lessons given to himself
and his sons, and in the case of one son he speaks of many diagnoses,
one of which, from the scorn with which he referred to it, was obviously
wrong even to a person untrained in medicine. It is not, I think, necessary
to go through the range of diseases which Mr Alexander claims to have
cured, and so to cure again. Dr Jokl says that many of them are the type
of pathological condition behind which there may lie some neurosis, and
which might vanish of its own, with or without the particular treatment.
Sir Alfred Webb-Johnson deals with a number; he admits that in the case
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of some there might in some cases be improvement by judicious exercises,
he says that some might disappear in any event. I propose to deal with
the diseases which have been most canvassed. Sir Alfred Webb-Johnson
classifies as ‘outrageous’ the claim to dissipate a morbid condition such
as cancer, and says that there is plenty of evidence to show that it could
not be cured as Mr Alexander suggests. Professor Adrian knows of no way
in which changes of posture could be used to cure tuberculosis, cancer,
or appendicitis or infectious disease of any kind. Dr Barlow would never
send a patient with cancer to Mr Alexander. This evidence shows that
the claim to cure cancer is quite unfounded. Turning to appendicitis, Sir
Alfred Webb-Johnson classifies as dangerous the claim to cure appendicitis in the manner suggested by Mr Alexander, as does Sir Henry Dale.
From the evidence of Dr Barlow it can, I think, fairly be gathered that he
would not send a patient with an inflamed appendix to Mr Alexander,
and that the only merit in sending him could be to cause delay, so that
the patient was in a batter condition to stand the operation. Here again
the defendants have proved in my view that the claim to cure appendicitis
with ‘some positive inflammation’ present is not a sound claim. Dr Paul
Wood admits that there is no specific claim to cure heart-block, the disease in which there is dissociation between the auricles and the ventricles
of the heart. The article alleges that Mr Alexander claims to treat this, p.
15, but I do not consider that that is a fair inference from the one passage
in UCL, p. 118. Dr Wood says that there is a suggestion of curing, but it
seems to me that if a suggestion can be gathered from the passage it is one
of preventing the condition arising, not of curing it when it has arisen.
Investigation of the evidence in regard to other claims on this portion of
the case will not, I think, alter the position disclosed above. The defendants have, I think, shown that the making of the claims to cure is to a great
extent quackery. But, whilst doing so, they have in the article said that Mr
Alexander makes much larger claims to cure than are to be gathered from
the writings. The article set out that claims are made to cure practically
every known disease, to cure acute appendicitis, to cure heart-block. In
regard to many diseases the claim is to prevent them not in a patient but
in the process of evolution, and there is no claim to cure acute appendicitis or heart-block.
I come then to consider whether the defendants have justified the
accusation that the quackery involved in the false claims to cure is dangerous and criminal. The danger in the claims put forward consists, it
is argued, in the possibility of the development of phobias, of patients
neglecting symptoms, and of parents neglecting symptoms in a child. The
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evidence relates chiefly to the claims to cure cancer and appendicitis, and
there is also evidence of Dr Himmelweit in regard to the danger in Mr
Alexander’s attempting to cure a sluggish liver. In regard to the last of
these I do not see in the illustration at pp. 53-55 of CCC the danger envisaged. Mr Alexander seems to be using the case of a sluggish liver only as
an argument for his plea that the body should be treated as a whole. Sir
Henry Dale deals with the ‘danger’ in the following ways. First he says
that the claim that cancer and appendicitis develop as a result of erroneous preconceived ideas is an invitation to regard symptoms as illusory,
and to disregard them. Then he says that there is an invitation to the
patient to regard an operation for appendicitis as unnecessary, because
Mr Alexander can cure without operation. Lastly, he says that the books
are inclined to make persons, patients or those in charge of children, go
to Mr Alexander instead of to a doctor. Dr Paul Wood says that many of
the conditions which Mr Alexander claims to cure fall within the province
of the psychiatrist, that attempts are being made to educate the public to
consult that specialist, and that to entice the public away is sabotage of
those attempts, and dangerous. Sir Alfred Webb-Johnson says that it is a
dreadful thing to claim to cure cancer in the manner claimed, because it
can lead to the development of cancer phobia in an individual; he says
that the claim to cure incipient appendicitis is very dangerous because it
would lead the sufferer to dispense with proper medical attention when
he took up the treatment; he says that the claim to cure cancer is dangerous, because it would lead to delay in consulting a doctor; and in crossexamination he speaks of ‘the terrible danger of teaching of this sort when
applied particularly to a disease such as cancer’, and of ‘dangerous teachings which imperil people’s lives’, and as I have said, he classifies the claim
in regard to cancer as ‘outrageous’. Now, accepting as I do, that Mr Alexander has no cure for cancer, or for appendicitis in the middle stage, yet
claims to cure these diseases, it seems to me that much of this evidence
is unanswerable in its force. The answers which are put up by Dr Barlow
are as follows. In regard to cancer he has not much to say. He would not
himself send a sufferer to Mr Alexander. Much of the cross-examination
of him was directed to show the possibility of a burst appendix during
treatment. To this the answer was that no such case was known, and in
any event it would take so long for a person to reach Mr Alexander that he
would, with serious appendicitis, have to go to a doctor first. This might
be an answer in regard to the possibility of a burst appendix, but it is no
answer to the danger which the witnesses in England envisage. The main
danger they see is delay in medical treatment, or the neglect of treatment
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if sufferers think that they have a better substitute. That it takes a long
time to reach Mr Alexander would make the delay worse. That no case
of loss of life has occurred during the teaching proves nothing, for loss of
life, if it took place, would occur before the patient was taught, or after he
had been taught, when the condition became aggravated and remained
untreated because of a belief that all was well. The defendants have I consider proved that there is danger in the claims put forward. The accusation
is that there is criminal conduct bound up with the alleged claim to cure
‘acute appendicitis’. This claim as I have said is not made. The evidence
also shows that in fact if any sufferer from appendicitis comes to Mr Alexander or his teachers, and makes that condition known to them, he is
referred to a doctor. Since the defendants have not shown that any advice
is given, in the books or outside, in regard to acute appendicitis, they have
not shown that what they classify as criminal is in fact such.
Before summarising the conclusions I reach in regard to the justification of the charge of quackery, I must deal with that charge in the field
of physical education. Although the article alleges quackery in that field,
the reasons for alleging it are almost entirely those on which quackery in
the medical sense is alleged. Physical education is defined by Dr Jokl. He
says that health services are preventive, curative, and promotive, and that
the main function of physical education is that it is promotive activity
in the field of health service. To justify the allegation of quackery in this
respect, the claims of Mr Alexander to cure specific diseases, which have
developed, must be left out of account. His claims to improve health, both
directly and by the prevention of disease which might lead to ill-health,
are the important matters to be considered.
These three main headings have covered most of the reasons for the
allegation that the system is quackery. Throughout the article there are
additional smaller reasons, which I do not think it necessary to discuss.
I should mention that the passage at p. 8 of the article, which gives
the impression that training of members of the medical profession was
avoided for fear of exposure, does not correctly, in my view, set out the
circumstances in which Miss Tasker refused to train Dr Jokl or her dealings with Dr Posthma; and to give the readers the impression given was
not justified on the facts.
The conclusion to which I come is that the defendants have shown that
Mr Alexander is a quack in the sense that he makes ignorant pretence to
medical skill; they have shown that many of the physiological reasons put
forward are wrong; they have shown that in its claims to cure the system
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constitutes dangerous quackery; but in these matters they misrepresented
the views of Mr Alexander and in showing how foolish were these views,
which he did not put forward, they have in the article called him much
more of a quack than they were entitled to do. In addition they have failed
in my view to prove that the system cannot bring about the results which
it does claim in the improvement of health and the prevention of disease,
and again they have made matters worse by overstating the claims made
for the system. The allegation of quackery in the field of physical education has to be dealt with. On the facts of this case it is the claim of Mr
Alexander to improve health, not the claim to cure or even the claims to
prevent disease, which relate to physical education, and as I have said, the
claim to improve health has not been shown to be baseless even in the
medical field.
As against the finding of the Court being partly in favour of the defendants, Mr Pirow has argued that if it were shown that there was quackery,
and dangerous quackery, that was the sting of the article, and the plaintiff
would not then be entitled to an award of damages. This contention is not
in my view well-founded in law; and although I do find dangerous quackery shown in some respects that does not in my opinion put an end to the
plaintiff’s claim in so far as quackery is alleged.
In Johnson v. Rand Daily Mails (1928 A.D. 190 at pp. 205-206) Wessels, J. A. says: ‘Now the general rule has been thus stated: ‘The plea of
justification must be not only as broad as the literal language of the libel,
but as broad as the inferences of fact necessarily flowing from the literal
language,’ (Gatley, p. 495). As a broad rule this is no doubt true, but
like all general statements extracted from the consideration of particular
cases, it is somewhat vague. In cases where a man is charged with fraud
or dishonesty or where criminal acts are attributed to him, the Court
no doubt will exact from the defendant strict proof of every charge, but
where incompetency is alleged of a caterer or where matters are described
which will not necessarily appear the same to two different persons, the
defendant is not required to justify every detail when in fact the gravamen
of the charge has been amply justified. Why do we allow a defendant to
justify at all,
‘Because’, in the words of Littledale, J., in McPherson v. Daniels (10 B.
& C. p. 272), ‘it shows that the plaintiff is not entitled to recover damages;
for the law will not permit a man to recover damages in respect of an injury
to a character which he either does not or ought not to possess.’ Hence,
the Courts have modified the general rule by saying that the defendant
need only justify the main charge or gist of the libel, ‘he need not justify
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immaterial details or mere expressions of abuse which do not add to its
sting and would produce no different effect on the mind of the reader
than that produced by the substantial part justified’ (Gatley p. 496). Apart
from the fact that in the present case there are charges of fraud and dishonesty, even if those be confined to the fraud and dishonesty inherent in
quackery, and therefore the reason to depart from the general rule is not
present, this is a case where in substance, in my view, the defendants have
called the plaintiff a much worse quack than they can prove to be true. In
Gatley on Libel and Slander, Third Edition pp. 176-7, the law is stated thus:
‘Lastly under a plea of justification, the defendant must prove the truth of
all the material statements in the libel; there must be substantial justification of the whole libel. If any material part be not proved true, the plaintiff
is entitled to damages in respect of such part, provided it would, by itself,
form ‘a substantial ground of an action of libel.’ If the libel charges the
commission of several crimes or the commission of a crime in a particular
manner, the plea must justify the charge as to the number of crimes or the
manner of committing the crime.’ Instances in support of this passage are
cited. This passage in Gatley was considered by the Appellate Division in
Sutter v. Brown (1926 A.D. 155): (See argument at pp. 157-8) At p. 169
Innes C. J. says: ‘the justification to be effective must be as broad as the
slander; and the plea only extended to the words in their less defamatory
sense.’ In that case the defendant had alleged that the plaintiff was an
illicit liquor seller, and had proved that he had contravened the Liquor
Act. It was held that the words used meant that the plaintiff had sold liquor illicitly to natives, a fact which was not proved. The justification was
not therefore as broad as the libel. In the present case the defendants have
said that there is quackery in the field of physical education, and dishonest quackery in the field of medicine, both in claims to cure and in claims
to prevent disease and improve health. They have proved only quackery
and dishonest quackery in the sense that quackery is always dishonest,
in the claims to cure. Even in that regard they have made the quackery
appear to be worse than it is. And they have alleged dishonesty to a greater
degree than would be implicit in quackery itself. In these circumstances
too the justification is not in my view as broad as the libel. What has
been proved by the defendants assists them, for in Sutter v. Brown, at p.
172, Innes, C. J. says: ‘Where evidence falls short of completely justifying
a defamatory statement it might be taken into account in mitigation of
damages.’ But it does not constitute a defence to the action.
There is no evidence to justify the allegation of dishonesty in the wider
sense which the article imputes. The defendants have cross-examined to
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show that high fees were charged, but have not shown that. And there is
nothing sinister in the source of the money for the Trust.
The allegation of madness in the slight sense in which it was made
stands and falls, I consider, with the main allegation of quackery.
The two other defences set up in the defendants’ plea are prescription, and fair comment. Quite rightly in my view it has not been argued
that the action is prescribed. The evidence shows that the plaintiff came
to know of the article less than a year before the issue of summons. Nor
is it necessary to deal at length with the defence of fair comment. There
are so many facts in the article which are not true, either in the sense that
there has been a misdescription of the Technique or because only part of
the facts have been set out, that the foundation for the defence has not
been laid. It is not necessary for me, therefore, to consider the evidence,
which is considerable, on which the plaintiff contends that the article was
in any event published with malice on the part of Dr Jokl. If that question
has to be considered it is, I think, only right to say that I think the truth of
Dr Jokl’s evidence, if it should come into question, is a matter with which
his demeanour has nothing to do. There was nothing in his demeanour in
the Court which gave me the impression that he was being anything but
truthful.
The plaintiff is therefore in my opinion entitled to an award of damages. The distribution of Manpower was as follows: 1,000 copies were
printed, of which 350 have been distributed. Half of these were issued
departmentally, to members of the Cabinet, to officials, to the Press, and
to schools. About 60 went to other government departments, large corporations, and libraries, and some 40 to private persons including one
in Oxford, one in California and one in Buenos Aires. Dr Cluver and Dr
Clark received 10 copies each. Dr Jokl received 50 copies, and in addition
20 reprints of the article. The reprints he distributed to friends in South
Africa, and to friends and to the witnesses in England. In regard to the 50
copies, Dr Jokl says that he sent many to persona interested; he adds ‘I
wanted to make those who are concerned know that this was a dangerous
system of quackery.’ To the Press 35 copies were sent, and Dr Jokl knew
that these would be sent departmentally. It appeared in evidence that the
Cape Times published some criticism of Mr Alexander, based upon the
article, but what it was and what its terms were I do not know. Although
the circulation of the article has been small in quantity, it has been circulated to important and influential readers. The circulation, moreover, has
not been confined to South Africa. With this circulation I have to decide
what damages should be awarded for a defamation which has in part
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been shown to be the truth, but which throughout has over-stepped the
mark; which, in a large part of its attack has not been proved to be true,
and which has made additional allegations of dishonesty and criminal
conduct which are not justified. The article was intended to be emphatic
in its showing up of what the author regarded as a real danger. In it, consequently, one finds the criticism of the technique expressed in language
which is not the language of science; throughout the article scathing terms
are used. When an attack is made in such terms and is not wholly justified,
those responsible for the article cannot expect, in my view, that merely
nominal damages will be awarded.
Having regard to the standard of damages for defamation which is
adopted in these Courts, I consider the proper award to be the sum of
£1,000. The defendants must pay the costs of the action including the
costs of the applications to take evidence on commission and the costs of
taking that evidence.
(Signed) H. J. Clayden
Judge of the Supreme Court
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